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2 COVID-19 Data and the Cancer Patient: A Need for Registry
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7
8 Disease is very old and nothing about it has changed.

9 It is we who change as we learn what was formerly

10 imperceptible.

11 —Charcot

12 The advent of hospital-based cancer registries initiated in

13 the 1920s created data repositories that have been utilized

14 for patient treatment, clinical research, and epidemiological

15 study. As newer modes of treatment have been introduced,

16 it has been critically necessary to develop coding structures

17 that have allowed for appropriate inclusion into local, state,

18 regional, national, and international cancer registries. The

19 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) spear-

20 headed the development of cancer registries in every state,

21 while the National Cancer Institute created the Surveil-

22 lance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program to

23 enhance regional cancer reporting.1 In the late 1980s, the

24 National Cancer Data Base (NCDB) was launched to serve

25 as a repository for all cancer cases collected by hospitals

26 accredited by the American College of Surgeons Commis-

27 sion on Cancer (CoC).2 Currently, there are approximately

28 39 million cancer cases in the NCDB.

29 While these data repositories were not extant during the

30 flu pandemic of 1918–1919, the opportunity to collect

31 relevant data from the COVID-19 pandemic is possible and

32 critically important to pursue. As has been the case when

33 new treatment methods, prognostic indicators, and cancer

34 staging strategies have been initiated, the introduction of

35 specific registry codes to allow for these COVID-19-related

36 entries is necessary.

37 The ultimate work product for any of our local, state,

38 and national registries begins with the ability of dedicated

39 cancer registrars to enter cancer-specific information into

40abstracts that are based on software containing individual

41codes for data entry. In the US and Canada, these codes are

42periodically updated through the diligent work of standard

43setters working under the auspices of the North American

44Association of Central Cancer Registries (NAACCR) and

45the COC. Over the last few years, I have had the privilege

46to lead a work group with the goal of updating the COC-

47produced Facility Oncology Registry Data Standards

48(FORDS), which has now transitioned into the Standards

49for Oncology Registry Entry (STORE) and now serves as

50the coding structure for all COC-accredited hospital reg-

51istries in the US.3

52As we begin to recognize the ultimate consequences of

53infection with the SARS-CoV-2 virus on both operated and

54non-operated patients, it is mandatory to introduce a reg-

55istry coding structure that can effectively collect data on all

56current and future patients. This work must be in concert

57with those who create electronic medical record technology

58and registry software. These codes must be aimed at

59identifying coronavirus-infected patients with a malig-

60nancy in order to capture data dealing with related

61comorbidities, TNM staging, recurrence, and overall sur-

62vival, as well as treatment delays and other important

63sequelae occurring during this pandemic.

64In my view, one of the barriers to allowing timely and

65meaningful cancer data collection has been the historical

66glacial approach to creating new coding structures for our

67hospital-based registries. We cannot afford to wait several

68years to see these codes brought to fruition. Critical losses

69of vital information relating to coronavirus infection

70affecting our cancer patients will be lost. We will lose

71valuable data that could be used for potential treatment

72strategies and epidemiological monitoring. The time for

73prospective inclusion of these data points is now, during

74the pandemic, not after vital information is lost. Our

75standard setters and organizations dedicated to cancer

76surveillance must act swiftly, along with other registry

77support groups, to create complete repositories that capture

78all relevant virus-associated data. We cannot afford to wait.
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